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1. This submission relates to the Panel’s Minute and Annexure (Secretarial 

Draft) dated 2 September 2016. 

2.  The Trust attended mediations relating to 9.1 Indigenous Biodiversity 

and Ecosystems in November 2015 and January and February 2016. 

3. The Trust considers that these mediations resulted in a high level of 

agreement between the parties and that the resulting Revised Proposal 

reflected a good balance of incentives for protection, requirement for 

collaboration and informed assessment, and bottom line rules. 

4. The Trust’s view is that biodiversity protection requires a ‘carrot and 

stick’ approach. Relying on voluntary protection alone is not the 

complete answer, as there will inevitably be landowners who have no 

interest in this. In addition those who have committed to protection can 

feel undermined and disillusioned if they see others clearing or 

damaging significant areas at will. Relying on regulation alone will not 

necessarily protect significant areas – these usually require active 

management, (e.g. pest control, exclusion of stock) for biodiversity 
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values to be fully realised. Landowner understanding and buy-in is 

critical if the effects of neglect and the continuation of existing use 

rights are to be reversed. 

 

The Secretar iat Draft. 

5.   The Trust does not support the concept of the ‘sunset’ provisions, as 

expressed in Policies 9.1.2.6 and 9.1.2.7 and in indigenous vegetation 

clearance rules. 

6.  The Trust shares the Panel’s concern regarding the slow pace and the 

shortcomings of the Council’s work so far to identify Sites of Ecological 

Significance (SES). However it is also acknowledged that the scale and 

complexity of this process demands substantial resources and often 

involves delicate and time-consuming negotiations. 

7. The Trust respectfully submits that a deadline of November 2022 is 

likely to prove unrealistic. In addition the Trust submits that, because 

biodiversity values are not static, the identification of significant areas 

can never be complete. Along with the simple fact that plants grow and 

animals breed, there will always be new knowledge and discoveries and 

changing priorities for protection. There is a good momentum for 

voluntary protection on Banks Peninsula, and as protected areas 

increase the potential of other areas to provide important linkages or 

breeding grounds also increases. 

8. The Trust is concerned that the ‘sunset’ rules may in fact encourage 

inaction by the Council and landowners, because after 6 years 

significant areas will simply ‘disappear’. In addition, there will be a 

substantial time gap in formally notifying landowners that they 

potentially have the ecosystem types in Appendix 9.1.6.5. It appears 

that no rules will apply during this time and this may encourage pre-

emptive clearance.  
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9.  The Trust accepts that some of the ecosystem categories in Appendix 

9.1.6.5 (particularly those in Table 2) may not be obvious to the 

untrained eye and that this creates uncertainty for landowners.  

10. The Trust considers that there would be value in a requirement for the 

Council to inform landowners of potential significant areas, along with 

information about assessment and potential protection mechanisms. In 

many cases (but, with increasing absentee ownership, by no means all) 

the landowners will have a good understanding of what nature is doing 

on their land and their input will be invaluable as part of any 

assessment, and subsequently when considering an appropriate 

protection response. In the Trust’s experience many landowners can 

become very interested in, and proud of, the special biodiversity on 

their land when provided with the right knowledge. 

11. If legally possible the Trust would like to see an express provision in the 

Plan that the Council will undertake, or otherwise fund, expert 

assessments, whether for SESs or Farm Biodiversity Plans. The Trust 

believes this is critical for landowner buy-in. 

12.  The Trust observes that there is a ‘tall trees’ bias, especially with 

private covenants, and that there is a good level of protection and 

momentum already occurring in this regard. The Trust suggests that 

the immediate focus needs to be on the identification of the ‘less 

obvious’ Naturally Uncommon Ecosystems in 9.1.6.5, Table 2 and of 

Threatened indigenous species in Table 1, f. and that this should be 

expressed in an addition to Policy 9.1.2.3, b. 

13. The Trust generally supports the Revised Proposal following from 

mediations (CCC closing submissions 15 April 2016) and has suggested 

some improvements above. 

14.  In respect of the matters not agreed at mediation, the Trust supports 

restricted discretionary activity status for clearance of indigenous 

vegetation under a Farm Biodiversity Plan, and a height threshold of 4m 
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for Kanuka under 9.1.6.5, a., ii. The Trust does not have an opinion 

regarding improved pasture/grazing, other than to say that it supports 

existing use rights. 

 

 
Jan Cook 

9 September 2016 

 

 


